CXM and CXB new enhancement

CXM FFT ANALYZER AND CXBalancer
NEW ENHANCEMENT
1 Overall value (2CH)
CXBalancer – VER. 1.51

CXM FFT ANALYSER – VER. 1.41

In this menu, the overall values are shown for both channels. The refreshing time is
about 2 seconds.
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2 Save screen as image file (bmp format)
CXBalancer – VER. 1.51 and CXM FFT ANALYSER VER.1.41
From context menu, the screen content can be saved in a file onto the internal
microSD Card.
The screens can be saved in the following menus:
- View files (Spectra, Envelope and Frequency response)
- Spectra (in HOLD mode only)
- Envelope (in HOLD mode only)
- Frequency response (in HOLD mode only)
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3 Editing file name
CXBalancer – VER. 1.51 and CXM FFT ANALYSER VER.1.41
Before saving the measurement into the file, the user can partially edit the file name
(alphanumeric). The instrument proposes a file name, but the user can change it
partially, by using the arrow keys. The file suffix and the file extension cannot be
changed.

The file name can be edited in the following measurements:
- Spectra
- Envelope
- Frequency response
- Balancing

Documentation Feedback
Any suggestions and comments for improving this Application Notes should be e-mailed at
mainttech@live.se
MaintTech Sweden uses feedback for continuous improvement of our documentation and for future
MaintTech products. We request comments be specific and include the product name and version. We
cannot provide personal responses to every message received, but please be assured that all feedback will
be given careful consideration for future improvements to the MaintTech documentation or software.
Technical Support

Contact Details
For any problem regarding this application, feel free to contact our support team at: mainttech@live.se
To know more about us, visit the following website: http://www.mainttech.se/
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